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It is no doubt that PSP is an excellent game player. However, it is not playing games all the time;
you can use it to do a ton of other cool and (highly useful) things when you're not in the game mode.
Thanks to its pretty big screen compared to other portable video players, PSP is a nice gadget for
watching videos as well. So the following tutorial focuses on how can you watch videos downloaded
from YouTube with the PSP.

In order to use and play your favorite video clips and movies on your PSP portable devices such as
Sony PSP MP4, iPods, iPhones and others, you will have to convert the video of different formats to
proper format compatible and playable with PSP player. The PSP video converter is one of the best
software that can help you to rip a FLV video downloaded from YouTube to PSP format so that you
can play the video from YouTube on your Sony PSP player. This PSP video converter software is
considered as the worldâ€™s best PSP video converter because it can converter any video available in
any format to the desired PSP video format easily in a smooth manner while the PSP video
converter also features some excellent functions that can help in improving the quality of the output
video.

One can use the magical software to convert a video available in WMV, 3GP, MOV, MPG, VOB,
AVI, MPEG2, FLV, SWF, ASF and other video formats to a PSP video format video. In addition, you
can convert an audio file in WMA, WAV, M4A, AC3 or AAC format to WAV.

The PSP video converter will help you to convert a FLV video downloaded from YouTube, Google
Videos, Yahoo Videos or any other similar video sharing website to PSP format so that you can
watch and enjoy your favorite video downloaded from internet with the help Sony PSP players at
any time or place.

How to convert YouTube to PSP? The follow step-by-step guides will help you:

* Step1: Download and install YouTube to PSP Converter

* Step2: Upload the files you want to convert

Drag and drop YouTube files to the program. Or go to "File" menu, select "Add Video" to locate the
YouTube files to add. For your convenience, batch conversion is supported by this PSP video
converter. You can load multiple files at a time.

* Step3: Choose the output format for the PSP

After adding the files, you can select an output format for each video file and specify a directory on
your computer to save the output files. You can select the format according to the device name. You
can also customize the output size, video quality, and parameters for output media files.

Tips: YouTube to PSP Converter offers additional ingenious features of editing. You can clip your
favorite video segment from a movie, crop the video window, and increase the outgoing volume of
the media file.

* Step4: Start the Conversation
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After complete all the settings. Click "Convert" to start the Conversion. It will be finished in few
minutes.

Is it easy to operate? If you are interested in this multifunctional program, you can go to hodo-the
free download software website. Then you can enjoy its powerful function.
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